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LUCENO, JAMES. STAR WARS: AGENTS OF CHAOS 1:HERO'S TRIAL : (A/F
SCI 07, S&S). 2000. READ BY: Scott Martin. After
Chewbacca's death, a grief stricken Han Solo becomes the
loner he once was and sets out on revenge. #4 New Jedi
Order.
B-300
ZAHN, TIMOTHY. STAR WARS SPECTER OF THE PAST : (A/F SCI 09).
2001. READ BY: Alice Pualuan. Luke Skywalker, Princess
Leia, and Han Solo must battle to safeguard the fledgling
New Republic from a dead imperial warlord, and from itself.
B-310
CHALKER, JACK L. HOTEL ANDROMEDA : (A/F SCI 08). 2003. READ
BY: Judy Davis. A collection of short stories taking place
in an orbital hotel/space station. "Welcome to the Hotel
Andromeda...Where humans and aliens check in and sometimes
never check out.".
B-325
MCCAFFREY, ANNE & MOON, ELIZABETH. SASSINAK : (A/F SCI 07).
1990. READ BY: Scott Martin. Sassinak was a 12 year old
when space pirates made her a slave. They didn't realize
that she was strong enough and smart enough to escape, and
to join the Fleet where she became a Captain and a pirate
hunter. SASSINAK SERIES.
B-331
WEBER, DAVID & RINGO, JOHN. MARCH UPCOUNTRY : (A/F SCI 13).
2001. READ BY: Karen Kelly. Roger, third in line for the
Throne of Man was spoiled & self centered. Following a
confrontation with a sabateur that forces an emergency
landing on a barbaric planet, he had to rely on Bravo
Company to find a way home. March Upcountry Series, #1
STRONG LANGUAGE, VIOLENCE.
B-366
PATTERSON, JAMES. MAXIMUM RIDE-THE ANGEL EXPERIMENT : (A/F SCI
FIC 06). 2005. READ BY: John Boyne. After the mutant
Erasers abduct the youngest member of their group, the
genetically experimental "bird kids" take off in pursuit and
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struggle to understand their origin and purpose.
C-016
RODDENBERRY, GENE. STAR TREK : (A/F SCI 07). 1981. READ BY:
Marty Gustafson. As Spock bids farewell to Earth, a
shockingly powerful consciousness imposes itself
unexpectedly into his mind.
C-205
ASIMOV, ISAAC. FOUNDATION : (A/F SCI 05). 1987. READ BY:
Michelle Sumner. In a future century, the Galactic Empire
dies and one man creates a new force for civilized life. #1
IN FOUNDATIONS SERIES.
C-211
ASIMOV, ISAAC. FOUNDATION AND EMPIRE : (A/F SCI 05). READ BY:
Michelle Summer. The Foundation seems doomed as it fights
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------the power of the Empire, mighty even in decay. But things
change with the apearance of the Mule, a small man with
power greater than that of a dozen battle fleets. #2 IN
FOUNDATIONS SERIES.
C-304
DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN. LOST WORLD : (A/F SCI 06). READ BY:
John Kane. Journalist Ed Malone asks for a mission
involving adventure and danger. But interviewing touchy
Professor Challenger is more than he bargained for.
Challenger leads him to a hidden plateau in the South
American jungle.
C-308
WEBER, DAVID. APOCALYPSE TROLL (A/F SCI 09). 2002. READ BY:
Dave Rich. Richard Aston thought he was just a ringside
observer to UFO's flying at Mach 17, shooting at each other
and the U.S. Navy. Then a crippled alien lifeboat came
drifting down and a critically wounded alien, who was
impossibly human looking and who happens to be a gorgeous
female, homed in on his sailboat.
C-313
BRADBURY, RAY. FAHRENHEIT 451 (A/F SCI 04). 2003. READ BY:
Scott Martin. A social satire set in the future in a time
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when owning or reading a book is a crime. The fireman hero
becomes a fugitive when he yields to temptation.
C-495
AUTHOR BY AARON ALLSTON. STAR WAR REBEL DREAM : A/F SCI (07).
2014. READ BY SCOTT MARTIN. Leia and Han Solo Trek from
world to world to foment rebellion against the New
Republic's disastrous appeasement policies.
CA-361
FOSTER, ALAN DEAN. THE DIG : (A/F SCI 02). 1996. READ BY: John
Shea. When a mile wide asteroid appears in orbit around
Earth, former astronaut Boston Low is called on to return to
space and nudge the monster into a stable position. When he,
a journalist and a scientist investigate the asteroid's
surface, they enter a time and place of mystery, danger and
revelation: the planet Cocytus, once home to an intelligent
race but now a haunted museum to their incredibly advanced
civilization.
CA-385
SAGAN, CARL. CONTACT : (A/F SCI FIC 04). 1997. READ BY: Jodie
Foster. In December, 1999, a multinational team journeys
out to the stars, to the most awesome encounter in human
history.
CA-419
STRIEBER, WHITNEY, & KUNETKA, JAMES. WARDAY : (A/F SCI 03).
1984. READ BY:Richard Lavin. It's America after 'warday.'
In a brief exchange of missles that abruptly ended when
superpower's communications systems broke down, two writers
set out to discover what is left of the country. Famine,
radiation, and epidemics have devastated the countryside and
they hope a peaceful world can be built over the old.
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McCAFFREY, ANNE. FREEDOM'S RANSOM : (A/F SCI 06). 1995. READ
BY: Dick Hill. The survivalist days are over, and the time
has come for Botany to find its place in the power struggles
of the newly configured universe. The home planet, Earth, is
seriously weakened after years of Catteni domination and
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Earth needs what Botany can provide. Botany can benefit from
Earth's technology, but Botany has to decide what kind of
world it will become. FREEDOM SERIES, #4.
CC-349
CLANCY, TOM & PIEEZENIK, STEVE. NET FORCE : (A/F SCI 03 or 04).
1998. READ BY: Kerry Shale or J. K. Simomns. ABRIDGED.
When the director of Net Force is assassinated, Deputy
Director Alex Michaels is thrust into one of the most
powerful and dangerous positions in the world. At the same
time, cyber terrorists sabotage mainframe computers across
the country, causing famine, chaos, and death.
CD-370
NOON, JEFF. VURT : (A/F SCI 04). 1995. READ BY: Paul McGann.
Jeff Noon writes a near future world novel of mythical
journeys, heroic quests, and a dangerous obsession called
Vurt.
CE-396
CARD, ORSON SCOTT. PRENTICE ALVIN : (A/F SCI FIC 04). 1999.
READ BY: Nana Visitor. ABRIDGED. A country schoolteacher
and the child of a runaway slave find their lives entwined
with a man who is marked for destruction by the "Unmaker."
It is an epic tale of a magic, alternate America.
CE-425
STEIN, HARRY. INFINITY'S CHILD : (A/F SCI 04). 1997. READ
BY:Laural Merlington. Scientists have discovered a gene
that is the secret to longevity, bvt they need a sample of
living tissue from a newborn. Sally Benedict is thrilled to
be pregnant, but discovers that scientists want this gene
from her baby. She can't trust her obstetrician, her family
doctor or any of the medical profession.
CF-425
GOODKIND, TERRY. BLOOD OF THE FOLD : (A/F SCI 02). 1996. READ
BY: Unknown. A stunning confrontation of the two worlds.
the Old and the New, threatens an armageddon of unimaginable
proportions unless Richard and Kahalan can believe in the
power of their love and their faith in the Truth.
CF-448
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. CONGO (A/F SCI 02). 1993. READ BY: Judith
Ivey. ABRIDGED. In the Congo, a field expedition team dies
mysteriously and burtally in a matter of minutes. In
Houston, Karen Ross watches the gruesome video of the
massacre. In San Francisco, primatologist Peter Elliot has
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been teaching a gorilla sign language and finger painting.
One of the paintings bears a striking resemblence to a
Portuguese print dating back to 1642.
CG-299
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READ BY : Anthony Heald or George Guidall. ABRIDGED. It
has been six years since the disaster at Jurassic Park, and
six years since the dinosaurs were destroyed and the island
was closed. Now there are rumors that something has
survived! #2 IN JURASSIC PARK SERIES.
CH-412
ASIMOV, ISAAC & SILVERBERG, ROBERT. NIGHTFALL : (A/F SCI 04).
1991. READ BY:Bill Weideman. Imagine never experiencing
nightfall. For a civilization living on a planet with six
suns, night has never happened until an eclipse, which
occurs only every 2049 years, is imminent. The chaos this
will cause can destroy their civilization.
CH-419
HUBBARD, L. RON. MISSION EARTH, THE INVADERS PLAN : (A/F SCI
02). 1988. READ BY: A Multi-Cast Production. An all
encompassing vision of Earth as seen through the eyes of
visiting aliens. The Voltar Confederacy has a long range
plan to invade Earth and use it in their conquest of the
galaxy.
CH-425
LAHAYE, TIM and JENKINS, JERRY B. THE MARK : (A/F REL 05).
2000. READ BY:Frank Muller. In the blink of an eye,
millions of people have disappeared. The Rapture, predicted
centuries ago in the Book of Revelation, has finally
happened and 'the evil one' rules the world. Those left
behind must choose whether to receive the mark of the beast,
or die. Never before have faith and courage been more
important for the group of believers called the Tribulation
Force. LEFT BEHIND SERIES, #8.
CI-356
DILLARD, J.M. STAR TREK INSURRECTION : (A/F SCI 02). 1998.
READ BY: Boyd Gaines. Bestselling author J.M. Dillard has
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written a powerful and exciting novel to delight audiences
throughout the world. A.
CJ-319
GAIMAN, NEIL. AMERICAN GODS : (A/F SCI 14). 2001. READ BY:
George Guidall. For the three years Shadow spent in prison,
all he wanted was to get back to the loving arms of his wife
and stay out of trouble for the rest of his life. But days
before his release, he learns that his wife has been killed
in an accident and his world becomes a colder place.
CJ-356
BAKKER, ROBERT T. RAPTOR RED : (A/F SCI 02). 1995. READ BY:
Megan Gallagher. Raptor Red is a female raptor dinosaur,
struggling to survive on her own after losing her mate.
CJ-375
BEAR, GREG. MOVING MARS : (A/F SCI FIC 02). 1993. READ BY: Not
Mentioned. Mars is a colonial world governed by corporate
interests on Earth. The citizens of Mars are hardworking,
brave, and intelligent, but held back by their lack of
access to the best education, and the desire of Earth's
powerful people to keep the best inventions for themselves.
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HOLLAND, TOM. LORD OF THE DEAD : (A/F SCI 02). 1996. READ BY:
Richard E. Grant. Legendary poet Lord Byron comes to life
with incendiary brilliance in LORD OF THE DEAD, a
spellbinding blend of gothic imagination and documented fact
that paints an unforgettable portrait of the 18th century
romantic genius as the world's most formidable vampire.
CK-414
WELLS, H.G. & DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR CONAN. SCIENCE FICTION CLASSICS
: (A/F SCI-FIC 08). 2001. READ BY: H.G.Wells & Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. Science Fiction Classics that include The
Poison Belt, The Lost World, The Crystal Egg, and The Valley
of Spiders.
CL-394
CARD, ORSON SCOTT. HEARTFIRE : (A/F SCI FIC 04). 1998. READ
BY: Nana Visitor. ABRIDGED. Peggy Guester is a Torch, able
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to see the fire burning in each person's heart. Her power is
so great that she can follow the paths of each person's
future and know their most intimate secrets.
CM-360
CRISPIN, A. C. STAR TREK - SAREK : (A/F SCI 02). 1994. READ
BY: Mark Lenard. ABRIDGED. After an eighteen year
estrangement between Spock and his full Vulcan father,
Sarek, the two are brought together when Spock returns home
to Vulcan to see his dying mother, Amanda. Soon Sarek and
Spock must put aside their differences and work together to
foil a plot to destroy the Federation, a plot that Sarek has
seen in the making for nearly his entire career.
CM-412
FARRAND, PHIL. THE NITPICKER'S GUIDE FOR CLASSIC TREKKERS : (A/F
SCI 03). 1995. READ BY: Walter Koenig, Nichelle Nichols,
George Takei. A fun story of the screw ups of Gene
Roddenberry's classic Star Trek.
CM-467
BAUM, THOMAS. OUT OF BODY : (A/F SCI 04). 1997. READ BY: Fee
Waybill. Denton Hake was imprisoned for a rape he has no
memory of ever committing. When paroled, he lives with his
brother and his brother's wife and starts having memory
lapses during which he seems to travel to other times and
places. While experiencing one of these lapses, his
girlfriend is found murdered, and he, of course, is the
prime suspect. But then he has an episode where he sees the
person killing his father, and is also his enemy. If only he
could see his face, he could free himself from being
sentenced as a murderer.
CN-388
ALFRED, MOLINA. SPECIES : (A/F SCI 02). 1995. READ BY: Alfred
Molina. In 1976, a U.S government space station intercepted
an apparent outerspace transmission, which described a
formula for combining proteins with human genes. Headed by
Dr. Xavier Fitch, the government began experimenting. What
ensued was what appeared to be a human child.
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CN-390
McCAFFREY, ANNE. POWERS THAT BE : (A/F SCI FI 02). 1993. READ
BY: Marina Sirtis. ABRIDGED. Strange things are happening
on the icy planet of Petaybee. Unauthorized genetically
engineered species have been spotted and yet the locals
aren't talking.
CN-394
CARR, CALEB. KILLING TIME : (A/F SCI FIC 06). 2000. READ BY:
THe Author. The year is 2023, and most of the world enjoys
great wealth generated by the triumph of information
technology. However, the staphylococcus plague of 2006 wiped
out 40 million people, and the 2020 assassination of
American President Emily Forrester traumatized the nation.
CP-349
VIDAL, GORE. THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION : (A/F SCI 02). 1998.
READ BY: Gore Vidal. ABRIDGED. The Smithsonian institution
is a tour de force of outrageous satire and social
commentary, seriousness and high spirits, autobiography and
reportage, science fiction and historical romance, full of
quintessentially Vidalian jokes.
CP-425
TAYLOR, G.P. SHADOWMANCER : (A/F SCI 05). 2003. READ BY:
Graeme Malcolm. Demurral, a shadowmancer, wants to control
the world. He is trying to obtain a weapon so powerful that
even God and his angels will fall down at his feet.
CP-443
MC CAFFREY, ANNE. PEGASUS IN SPACE : (A/F SCI 09). 2000. READ
BY:. For an overpopulated Earth, whose resources are
strained to the breaking point, there is only one place to
look for relief, straight up. With the successful completion
of the Padrugol Space Station, humanity has at last achieved
its first large scale, permanent presence in space.
CQ-414
SAYER, SUSAN & TENEAU, RICHARD. THE SECRET OF DOMINION : (A/F
SCI 04). 1994. READ BY:. A radio drama on cassette.
Dominion is not invincible... a secret can destroy it. The
exciting quest for the secret transports you to the outer
limits of your imagination, to fascinating and mysterious
planets where you'll experience action packed adventures.
CQ-468
SABERHAGEN, FRED. BERSERKER MAN : (A/F SCI 05). 2000. READ BY:
Barrett Whitener. Berserkers are back, stronger and more
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unstoppable than before, and one strange child, half human
and half machine, may be humanity's only hope, or its final
destroyer.
CR-380
McCAFFREY, ANNE. FREEDOM'S CHALLENGE : (A/F SCI 02). 1998.
READ BY: Susie Breck and Dick Hill. Kris Bjornson has come
a long way since alien slave ships scooped her up in Denver
with thousands of others. Dropped on an apparently
uninhabited world with the rest, she has fallen in love with
Zainal, a renegade Catteni, and made a comfortable life for
Books Aloud Inc
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to escape Botany and rejoin the struggle for freedom. # 3 in
FREEDOM SERIES.
CR-426
VAN ORSDELL, SARE. THUNDER BELOW : (A/F SCI 04). 1998. READ
BY: The Author. The 200 mile fault located in New Madrid,
Missouri is due for a major earthquake. Because of a corrupt
general secretly storing powerful warheads near the
faultline, a group of people work together against time to
expose him.
CR-468
SABERHAGEN, FRED. BERSERKERS: THE BEGINNING : (A/F SCI 11).
1999. READ BY: Barrett Whitener. In prehistoric times on
Earth, the berserkers invaded and one of them was wounded
very severely, but survived, killing its opponent. Now,
Hemphill is in space confronting the berserker again and
realizes that the bomb he has that he thought would destroy
the berserker, is a pathetic toy.
CS-299
ADAMS, DOUGLAS. HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY : (A/F SCI 04).
1990. READ BY: The Author. Seconds before the Earth is
demolished to make way for a galactic freeway, Arthur Dent
is plucked off the planet by his friend, Ford Perfect. #1 in
HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE SERIES.
CS-315
CRICHTON, MICHAEL.
Stephen Lang.

TIMELINE (A/F SCI 4). 2004. READ BY:
ABRIDGED. Archeologists studying a European
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14th century site are given the chance to go back in time to
see it as it was. A medieval war complicates things & their
lives are in danger...then their advanced technology
develops problems. STRONG LANGUAGE.
CT-398
MOSLEY, WALTER. BLUE LIGHT : (A/F SCI 02). 1998. READ BY:
Tucket Smallwood. ABRIDGED. From an unknown point in the
universe, an inscrutable blue light approaches our solar
systems. When it reaches Earth, it transforms those it
strikes, causing them instantaneously to evolve beyond the
present state of humanity.
CT-413
JENKINS, JERRY B. & LAHAYE, TIM. THE RISING : (A/F SCI 06).
2005. READ BY: Richard Ferrone. A chilling saga of a woman
giving birth to the greatest evil the world has ever known.
CT-413
LAHAYE, TIM and JENKINS, JERRY B. THE RISING : (A/F REL 07).
2005. READ BY: Richard Ferrone. Ray Steele knows he is
absolutely sure of one thing. He does not want to take over
the family business. Instead, he dreams of becoming a pilot.
Marilena Carpathia dreams of becoming a mother. Through
genetic engineering, she is about to get her wish, but what
she doesn't know is, the prince of darkness has chosen her
as his vessel. She is about to give birth to the greatest
evil the world has ever known. BEFORE THEY WERE LEFT BEHIND
SERIES, #1.
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FERRIS, TIMOTHY. THE RED LIMIT : (A/F SCI 04). 1997. READ BY:
Timothy Ferris. A story of how the expansion of the
universe was discovered by a band of scientists whose
rivalries and emotions played as important a role as their
intelletual brilliance.
CT-448
WELLS, H.G. THE INVISIBLE MAN (A/F SCI 02). 1998. READ BY:
Star Trek cast members. The Invisible Man tells the story
of the demented scientist, Griffin, who crumbles under his
own diabolical scheme in this chilling nightmare of
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believable horror. The result is a masterwork, a dazzling
display of unbridled imagination and psychological insight.
CU-378
NIVEN, LARRY AND POURNELLE, JERRY. THE GRIPPING HAND : (A/F SCI
FIC 02). 1993. READ BY: Jay O. Sanders. Twenty five years
have passed since humanity quarantined the mysterious
aliens, the Moties. The Moties are divided into distinct
biological forms, each serving a particular purpose. Now
they must breed or die.
CU-398
BOVA, BEN. BROTHERS : (A/F SCI 02). READ BY: Bruce Joseph and
Laural Merlington. ABRIDGED. Some see it as the greatest
scientific breakthrough in the history of medical research.
Others as blasphemous attempt to play God.
CV-369
DIEHL, WILLIAM. REIGN IN HELL : (A/F SCI 04). 1997. READ BY:
Stephen Lang. The nation is seized by fear. A terrorist
attack on a military convoy leaves scores of soldiers dead
as truckloads of highly volatile weapons fall into the hands
of an extremist militia that is very right wing.
CV-464
VARIOUS. SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES : (A/F SCI 06). 1991.
READ BY: Various. A collection of science fiction short
stories including Crystal Singer, by Anne Mcaffrey,
Stalkers, by Dean Koontz and Ed Gorman, and The Druid of
Shannara by Terry Brooks.
CW-395
LENZ, FREDRICK. SNOWBOARDING TO NIRVANA : (A/F SCI 07). 1997.
READ BY: Jack Hawkins. In this sequel, the crack American
snowboarder continues his quest for spiritual enlightenment.
This time, the seekers path will lead him to meet Nadia, and
to discover the secret of the missing dimensions.
CW-499
STEVENSON, ROBER LOUIS. THE BODY SNATCHER : (A/F SCI 02). 1996.
Read By: Hamilton Alexander. One of Stevenson's most
chilling tales of the supernatural. Also includes THE
JUDGE'S HOUSE by Bram Stoker, THE RED ROOM by H.G. Wells,
and THE SHADOWS ON THE WALL by Mary Ee Wilkins.
CX-374
LAHAYE, TIM AND JENKINS, JERRY B.
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around the globe disappear. Investigation leads to the
discovery that the Christ has come to take the faithful with
Him to protect them from the battle between good and evil.
Those left behind must face seven dark years in which they
must decide whether or not to join the forces of Christ, or
the forces of the Antichrist. #1 in Left Behind Series,
Abridged (32969, 32967) and unabridged (T38646).
CX-398
PELLEGRINO, CHARLES. DUST : (A/F SCI 04). 1998. READ BY: Jay
O. Sanders. ABRIDGED. One natural effect topples into the
next, like an array of dominoes that stretches to every
corner of the globe. Before anyone realizes it, the earth's
ecology has utterly transformed itself.
CX-421
DILLARD, J.M. STAR TREK - DEEP SPACE NINE EMISSARY : (A/F SCI
02). 1993. READ BY: Nana Visitor. The mysterious space
station known as Deep Space Nine hovers on the edge of a
wormhole, a doorway that leads to the galaxy's furthest
reaches and beyond.
CX-423
FARRAND, PHIL. THE NITPICKER'S GUIDE FOR NEXT GENERATION
TREKKERS : (A/F SCI 03). 1995. READ BY:Denise Crosby,
Robert O'Reilly, Dwight Schultz. Oversights and mistakes to
be found in the Star Trek Next Generation series of shows.
CY-426
BEAR, GREG. STAR WARS - ROGUE PLANET : (A/F SCI 03). 2000.
READ BY: Michael Cumpsty. ObiWan Kenobi trains a young
Anakin Skywalker to become a Jedi knight. They travel to a
rogue planet that "grows" their spacecraft in search of a
missing Jedi. They are pursued by a battle squadron that
already has the plans for the Death Star.
CZ-321
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. PREY (A/F SCI 09). 2004. READ BY: George
Wilson. In a Nevada desert lab a cloud of nanoparticles
(micro-robots) have escaped. STRONG LANGUAGE.
CZ-344
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KLEIER, GLENN. THE LAST DAY : (A/F SCI 4). 1997. READ BY: Rene
Auberjonois. ABRIDGED. Reporter John Feldman is reporting
from Jerusalem on New Year's Eve 1999. One second before
midnight, an immense geological event occurs, follwed by a
report of a woman with miraculous powers. Feldman
investigates the mysterious woman, and uncovers a top secret
project.
CZ-416
LUCENO, JAMES. STAR WARS - CLOAK OF DECEPTION : (A/F SCI 04).
2001. READ BY: Alexander Adams. The Republic is currently
in a tide of unrest and Chancellor Valorum is trying to
protect his delegates from a possible terroist attack. The
Chancellor is struggling with his fall from power and the
dark forces who have benefited from his weakened position.
CZ-469
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By: David Pittu. ABRIDGED. An old girlfriend, who is the
leader of an insurgent rebel group, offers Han a chance at a
fortune. The plan seems a sure thing. The resistance is
light and the take enormous. The plans are to divide the
booty with the rebels. Unfortunately, the target is far from
a pushover and the rebels have an agenda of their own. HAN
SOLOR TRILOGY, #3.
D-089
FOSTER, ALAN DEAN. THE BLACK HOLE : (A/F SCI 04). 1985. READ
BY: Bruce Bennett. The spaceship Palomino, approaching the
end of a five year search for alien life, comes upon a giant
collapsed star (black hole) and, near it, the long lost
starship Cygnus with a surviving captain who has no wish to
be rescued because of his evil plans.
D-306
ABBOTT, EDWIN A. FLATLAND: ROMANCE OF MANY DIMENSIONS : (A/F SCI
03). 2002. READ BY: Bob Edwards. With wry humor and
penetrating satire, "Flatland" takes us on a journey that
expands the mind into a different world to give us a new
vision of our own.
D-312
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DRAKE, DAVID. HAMMER'S SLAMMERS (A/F SCI 05). 2003. READ By:
Rich Miller. Ready to fight on any planet that needs a few
good men, Hammer's Slammers are the meanest, toughest bunch
of mercenaries who ever killed for a dollar, or wrecked a
world for pay. No one could stand against them.
DCO-461
MACHALE, D.J. PENDRAGON : (A/F SCI 10 CDs). 2005. READ BY:
William Dufris. Bobby Pendragon is going to save the world.
He is slowly starting to realize that life in the cosmos
isn't quite what he thought it was and before he can object,
he is swept off to an alternate dimension known as Denduron.
E-225
ASIMOV, ISAAC. SECOND FOUNDATION : (A/F SCI 05). 1991. READ
BY: Michelle Sumner. Follows the First Empire's defeat and
describes its greatest threat, the growth of a mutant strain
that has gone wild. #3 IN FOUNDATIONS SERIES.
E-264
HEINLEIN, ROBERT A. GLORY ROAD (A/F SCI 08). 1996. READ BY:
Bob Bascom. A young American, weary from the war, travels
the Glory Road beyond the stars to a faraway, strange
dimension, a world of peril, adventure, and enchantment.
E-301
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. ANDROMEDA STRAIN : (A/F SCI 07). 2001. READ
BY: Leigh Weimers. A probe satellite from the fringes of
outer space falls to earth, landing in a desolate area of
Arizona. In a nearby town, bodies lie heaped and flung
across the ground, faces locked in frozen suprise.
E-314
BUJOLD, LOIS MCMASTER. DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY (A/F SCI 09). 2004.
READ BY: Bob DeNike. A rich Komarran merchant fleet has
Books Aloud Inc
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a bloody incident involving the convoy's Barrayaran military
escort. Lord Miles Vorkosigan and his wife, Lady Ekaterin,
have other things on their minds, such as getting home in
time to attend the long awaited births of their first
children. But when duty calls in the voice of Barrayar's
Emperor Gregor, Miles, as imperial auditor, has no choice
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but to answer.
E-328
ASPRIN, ROBERT. PHULE'S COMPANY : (A/F SCI 08). 1990. READ BY:
Fred Sharkey. Commander Phule takes on the misfits, rejects
and a few aliens to create a disciplined military outfit.
Captain Phule is a wealthy man and knows how to motivate and
lead people. His butler, Beeker, provides wry commentary.
E-348
ASIMOV, ISAAC. BICENTENNIAL MAN : (A/F SCI 06). 1976. READ BY:
Claudia Aden. Andrew was a robot with an artistic flair.
People offered money for his work & his owner let him keep
half. But the only thing Andrew wanted to buy with his money
was his freedom.
F-210
HEINLEIN, ROBERT A. STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND : (A/F SCI 13).
1998. READ BY: Leigh Weimers. Story of Valentine Michael
Smith, the man from Mars who taught humankind "grokking" and
water sharing and love.
F-265
HEINLEIN, ROBERT A. HAVE SPACE SUIT WILL TRAVEL : (A/F SCI 06).
1996. READ By: Elaine Orgain. 18 year old Kip wins a
second hand space suit in a soap contest and opens the
airlock of adventure into space.
F-280
GRAHAM, DANIEL. THE GATEKEEPERS : (A/F SCI 10). 1995. READ BY:
Joyce Hezog. Rolf Bernard and his partners are the
'gatekeepers' who control the lowest portion of earth's
orbital space, that is closest to earth. They have a series
of satellites that can destroy any ballistic missles
intended to attack the U.S. The CIA tries to control
Bernard, and ends up creating a loose cannon. A desperate
Rolf Bernard tries to make himself indispensable but ends up
making a target of himself. Rolf's wife Cynthia tries to
control Rolf's security man, Bobby Taylor, and nearly gets
herself killed. The people trying to control Cynthia to get
at Rolf do get themselves killed. The more the characters
struggle, the more entangled they get.
F-299
HEINLEIN, ROBERT A. MOON IS A HARSH MISTRESS : (A/F SCI 11).
2001. READ BY: Rich Collins. Luna of the 21st century is a
penal colony where everyone lives under the dictatorship of
the hated "authority.".
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F-314
DALMAS, JOHN. PUPPET MASTER (A/F SCI 10). 2003. READ BY: Leigh
Weimer. A breakthrough in basic physics has catapulted
technology centuries ahead in only a few years. Daily life
Books Aloud Inc
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------has become different, but crime goes on and criminals have
found new ways to creat havoc, which hasn't made things any
easier for private eye Philip Marlowe in Los Angeles.
F-316
DICKSON, GORDON R. MAGNIFICENT WILF (A/F SCI 07). 2004. READ
BY: Mickey Benson. Tom & Lucy and their great dane, Rex,
are Earth's representatives in proving to the galaxy that
Earth is civilized enough to merit independence. Lucy is
mistaken for a wilf, a life form that tries to motivate
companions toward ethical behavior. Tom inadvertantly joins
a governing council by sitting in the wrong chair. More
aliens are discovered with many plots, counerplots and
intrigue.
G-299
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. LOST WORLD : (A/F SCI 09). 2001. READ BY:
Bob Edwards. It has been six years since the disaster at
Jurassic Park, and six years since the dinosaurs were
destroyed and the island was closed. Now there are rumors
that something has survived! #2 IN JURASSIC PARK SERIES.
G-306
DANN, JOSHUA. TIMESHARE : (A/F SCI 06). 2002. READ BY: Mayetta
Behringer. John's survey job is to bring back Timeshare
clients who find that the past is just too nice a place to
leave. He does what needs to be done until he meets a woman
in 1940. Then the past, present, and future can never be the
same.
H-068
NORTON, ANDRE. LORE OF THE WITCH WORLD : (A/F SCI 07). READ BY:
Diane Brown. A collection of stories about the home of all
who dream about the Witch World, far away in space and time.
H-480
STACKPOLE, MICHAEL.

STAR WARS DARK TIDE I, RUIN : (A/F SCI 8).
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2000. READ BY: Scott Martin. A thrilling Star Wars
adventure in which the Jedi Knights must fight their most
treacherous battle against an unrelenting evil intent on
devouring the galaxy. #3 in the New Jedi Order Series.
I-041
SPIELBERG, STEVEN. CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND : (A/F SCI
04). 1979. READ BY: Tom Newcomb. Contact with
extraterrestrial intelligence, through experiences of a
woman whose son has been taken from earth.
I-042
BRADBURY, RAY. GOLDEN APPLES OF THE SUN : (A/F SCI 05). 1996.
READ BY: Bob Edwards. 22 weird stories of wonderfully
improbable people, places, and things.
I-093
LEWIS, C.S. OUT OF THE SILENT PLANET : (A/F SCI 05). 1985.
READER: Leigh Weimers. A philologist is suddenly abducted
by supposed friends and taken to a weird planet where the
inhabitants have certain views concerning earth's peoples,
which reflect the author's ironic view of them.
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CRICHTON, MICHAEL. JURASSIC PARK : (A/F SCI 02 & 11). 2001.
READ By: Deb Wible. ABRIDGED and UNABRIDGED VERSIONS.
After discovering a technique for cloning dinosaurs, the
creatures extinct for eons now roam Jurassic Park and all
the world can visit them, for a price! #1 IN JURASSIC PARK
SERIES.
I-463
STACKPOLE, MICHAEL. STAR WARS DARK TIDE I, ONSLAUGHT : (A/F SCI
7). 2000. READ BY: Scott Martin. Luke Skywalker must
wield all the powers of a Jedi Master to defeat a grave
threat against the New Republic. #2 in the New Jedi Order
Series.
J-270
ASIMOV, ISAAC. I, ROBOT : (A/F SCI 06). 1997. READ BY: Dana
Grover. This book traces the development of robots and the
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3 laws of robotics which control robot behavior.
J-301
ADAMS, DOUGLAS. RESTAURANT AT THE END OF THE UNIVERSE : (A/F SCI
06). 2002. READ By: Dick Allison. Arthur Dent joins with
the former president of the galaxy (who has 2 heads) and the
sexy refugee on a hilarious search for the current ruler of
the universe. #2 IN HITCHIKER'S GUIDE SERIES.
J-310
FLINT, ERIC. 1632 : (A/F SCI 14). 2003. An Appalachian town
and its citizens from the year 2000 are transplanted to
middle Germany in the 1630's during the 30 Years War.
J-329
HOGAN, JAMES P. MARTIAN KNIGHTLIFE : (A/F SCI 07). 2001. READ
BY: Christine Chiu. A story about a private eye set on Mars
in the 22nd century, Kieran Thane, the Knight, and his
female companion, June. The teleportation equipment has gone
wrong making duplicates of the individuals who intended to
be transported. They discover that a corporation is altering
the equipment, which threatens to destroy archeological
sites on Earth that may hold a clue to the ancient Martian
race.
K-079
CLARK, ARTHUR C. 2001...A SPACE ODYSSEY : (A/F SCI O6). You are
a commander of a spacecraft in search of a strange monolith.
K-236
MCCAFFREY, ANNE. WHITE DRAGON : (A/F SCI 10). 1992. READ BY:
Joyce Herzog. Young Lord Jaxon thwarts an attempt to steal
queen dragon egg and makes a startling discovery about Pern
and its history. #3 IN DRAGON RIDERS OF PERN SERIES.
K-281
STACKPOLE, MICHAEL. STAR WARS - X-WING KRYTOS TRAP : (A/F SCI
10). 1998. READ BY: Dick Allison. The Rebels have taken
Coruscant, and that is only party of the problem. A killer
virus called Krytos is wiping out the indigenous population
and a counter revolution is exploding.
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K-321
CARD, ORSON SCOTT. ENDER'S SHADOW (A/F SCI 13). 2004. READ By:
Brian Bennert. Andrew "Ender" Wiggin was not the only child
in the Battle School. He was just the best of the best. Here
is the story of another of those precocious generals, the
one they called Bean...the one who became Ender's friend.
STRONG LANGUAGE.
L-093
MCCAFFREY, ANNE. DRAGONQUEST : (A/F SCI 10). 1985. READER:
Charles Sebert. Bold dragonriders take to the air to try to
destroy the deadly silver threads falling over Pern. #2 IN
DRAGONRIDERS OF PERN SERIES.
L-211
CLARKE, ARTHUR C. 2010: ODYSSEY TWO : (A/F SCI 06). 1988.
Continuation of "2001: A Space Odyssey", where a space
journey was begun to unravel the mystery of a huge monolith.
L-230
MCCAFFREY, ANNE. MORETA: DRAGONLADY OF PERN : (A/F SCI 09).
1991. READ BY: Marcella Britton. Pern is in the northern
continent and developed a society much like medieval Europe
with lords controlling large tracts of territory. The Thread
has always threatened Pern, but the dragons provide defense
from this menace. Now, they are concerned about a virus that
could wipe out life on the planet, so various segments of
the Pernese society work together to come up with a
solution. Moreta leads the research team. #4 IN DRAGONRIDERS
OF PERN SERIES.
L-295
CLARKE, ARTHUR C. 3001: FINAL ODYSSEY (A/F SCI 05). 2000.
Clarke leaps 1000 years into the future to reveal the truth
we can only now comprehend.
L-311
BUJOLD, LOIS MCMASTER. A CIVIL CAMPAIGN : (A/F SCI 13). 2003.
READ BY: Flyn Naumchik. Miles, the youngest Imperial
Auditor to be appointed by the Emperor since the time of
isolation, has a problem all his new power can't solve:
unrequited love. Meanwhile his cloned brother Mark has a
plan to develop a food product involving "butter bugs" that
should make a fortune. In spite of the chaos at home and
being framed for murder, Miles keeps his eye on the prize,
his love for Eleterin.
L-313
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DRAKE, DAVID. WITH THE LIGHTNINGS (A/F SCI 11). 2003. READ BY:
Brian Bennert. Kostroma is a wealthy planet which depends
on diplomacy, which is soon to fail them. Now their scratch
crew must try to defend themselves against a powerful
invasion.
L-458
DENNING, TROY. STAR WARS: FATE OF THE JEDI: ABYSS : (A/F SCI
11). 2009. READ By:Jennifer Todd. Luke Skywalker and his
son, Ben, along with Han Solo and his family, are caught up
in a plot to destroy the Jedi.
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HEINLEIN, ROBERT A. DOOR INTO SUMMER : (A/F SCI 05). 1990.
READ BY: Jeff Kaplan. Dan Davis is an inventor of machines
that perform household chores such as Window Willie who,
naturally enough, washes all your windows. Dan is in
business with his fiancee and another partner and everything
is going fine until they swindle him out of the company. He
swears to get even and goes into cryogenesis along with his
cat to come back in 30 years and seek his revenge on the two
swindlers. Unfortunately, plans go somewhat awry.
M-224
ASIMOV, ISAAC. FOUNDATION'S EDGE : (A/F SCI 11).
BY: Deborah Wible. The unexpected appearance
psychohistorian raises some questions and the
Councilman who asks them finds himself exiled
search of answers. #4 IN FOUNDATIONS SERIES.

1991. READ
of a certain
young
into space in

M-363
PERRY, STEVE & SEGRIFF, LARRY. TOM CLANCY'S NET FORCE-STATE OF
WAR : (A/F SCI 08). 2003. READ BY: Jim Lathrop. Sequel to
"Cybernation". Doctor/Attorney Mitchell Townsend Ames is
conspiring to keep Net Force busy with lawsuits while
working to "influence" members of Congress to pass
legislation to allow Cybernation to assume the powers of a
real country.
N-225
ANTHONY, PIERS. RACE AGAINST TIME : (A/F SCI 04). 1990. READ
By: Marcella Britton. When John crosses the boundary fence
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he discovers he's not in 1960 America any more. He is in a
world where all races have evolved into one race, but there
are attempts to create other races.
O-222
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. SPHERE : (A/F SCI 08). 1990. READ BY:
Marcella Britton. Four scientists explore the mystery of an
alien spaceship found on the floor of the South Pacific.
Q-314
SALVATORE, R.A. STAR WARS-ATTACK OF THE CLONES (A/F SCI 07).
Anakin's mother, brother and stepson, who is the future
father of Luke Skywalker, are introduced. Anakin's vengeful
destruction of the Tusken Raider encampment is a pivotal
link to his ultimate conversion to the Dark Side.
Q-327
MCCAFFREY, ANNE & NYE, JODY LYNN. THE DEATH OF SLEEP : (A/F SCI
09). 1990. READ BY: Mickey Benson. Lunzie never believed,
as a citizen of the Federation of Sentient Planets, that
anything would ever happen to her. Her two sessions in
cryogenic stasis, compliments of space pirates, proved her
wrong. SASSINAK SERIES.
Q-363
McCAFFREY, ANNE. FREEDOM'S LANDING : (A/F SCI 08). 1995. READ
BY: Scott Martin. Kristen Bjornsen lived a normal life,
right up until the Catteni ships floated into view above
Denver. As human slaves were herded into the maw of a
Books Aloud Inc
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and her fight for freedom was just beginning. #1 of FREEDOM
SERIES.
Q-446
DVORKIM, DAVID. STAR TREK TIMETRAP : (A/F SCI 05). 1988. READ
BY: Scott Martin. Captain Kirk beams aboard a Klingon
vessel with a security team and awakens one hundred years in
the future.
R-087
CLARKE, ARTHUR C. 9 BILLION NAMES OF GOD : (A/F SCI 06). 1995.
The last short stories by Arthur C. Clarke, famous author of
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science fiction.
R-239
ANTHONY, P. & MARGROFF, ROBERT. RING : (A/F SCI 07). 1992.
READ By: Leigh Weimers. A surgically implanted monitor that
automatically causes unendurable agony when a convict strays
from righteousness! A ringer can do no evil, think no evil,
see or hear evil without ratting to the robocops.
R-261
CARD, ORSON SCOTT. ENDER'S GAME : (A/F SCI 07). 1995. READER:
Bob Edwards. The world government undertakes the creation
of strategic military genius who can save the Earth from
attacking aliens who have already destroyed much of Earth's
military.
R-263
STEWART, GEORGE R. EARTH ABIDES : (A/F SCI 09). 1996. READ BY:
Joyce Herzog. In the aftermath of a catastrophe that has
wiped out almost an entire population, we see the terror,
the challenges, and the triumphs of human survival.
R-274
DEVLIN, EMMERICH & MOLSTAD. INDEPENDENCE DAY : (A/F SCI 07).
1997. READ BY: Deb Wible. Atmospheric phenomena begin to
appear all around the globe. As the phenomena cool down, it
is clear that a force of incredible magnitude has arrived,
with a mission to eliminate all human life.
S&S B-458
SALVATORE, R. A. STAR WARS: VECTOR
1999. READ BY: Scott Martin.
destruction of the Death Star,
their families once again face
Republic. #1 New Jedi Order.

PRIME : (A/F SCI 10c 398p).
Twenty-five years after the
Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and
a terrible enemy of the

S&S CO-456
BUTLER, OCTAVIA E. KINDRED : (A/F SCI 08). 1998. READ BY: Kim
Staunton. The first science fiction written by a Black
woman, Kindred takes us to 1976 California and Dana, an
African/American is celebrating her 26th birthday. Suddenly
and inexplicibly she is wrenched through time into
antebellum Maryland to save a drowning white boy. During
numerous time travel episodes, she finds herself with the
same young man and she realizes her challenge is to protect
this young slaveholder until he can father her own great
grandmother.
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CLARKE, ARTHUR C. THE HAMMER OF GOD : (A/F SCI 04). 1998. READ
By: John Diehl. An amateur astronomer discovers a chunk of
rock that could mean the end of life as we know it.
S-296
STACKPOLE, MICHAEL. STARWARS: BACTA WAR : (A/F SCI 08). 2000.
READ BY: Rich Collins. When the Alliance Fleet mounts a
major campaign against a deadly warlord, tyrant Ysanne Isard
has taken control of Thyferra, intending to use its supply
of medicinal bacta to destabilize and destroy the New
Republic.
S-298
BRIN, DAVID. POSTMAN : (A/F SCI 08). 2001. READ BY: Dana
Grover. The story of a survivor after the apocolypse, who
spent years crossing the United States looking for something
or someone he could believe in again. He assumes the
identify of a dead postal worker and attempts to establish a
new postal route among other survivors in the Pacific
Northwest. Uniting secluded towns and enclaves that are
starved for communcation, he has found what he was looking
for.
S-299
ADAMS, DOUGLAS. HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY : (A/F SCI 05).
2002. READ By: Dick Allison January 2002. Seconds before
the Earth is demolished to make way for a galactic freeway,
Arthur Dent is plucked off the planet by his friend, Ford
Perfect. #1 IN HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE SERIES.
S-312
DICKSON, GORDON R. DORSAI! (A/F SCI 06). 2003. READ BY: Dana
Grover. "Dorsai!", by Gordon R. Dickson, is a science
fiction novel set in a future wherein humanity has spread
out to inhabit many different planets in several star
systems. The different branches of humanity have evolved
into a diverse group of different cultures. One of these
branches of humanity is the Dorsai, a formidable warrior
race. This novel follows the life and career of Donal
Graeme, one of the Dorsai. CHILDE CYCLE, #4.
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S-314
WEBER, DAVID & JOHN RINGO. MARCH TO THE STARS (A/F SCI 11).
2004. READ BY: Scott Martin. Prince Roger and the Bronze
Barbarians on the planet Marduk sail an unkown ocean to
reach the island where the spaceport is located. They must
handle the local politics on their way to capture the space
port and starship home. March Upcountry Series, #3.
S-315
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. TIMELINE (A/F SCI 11). 2004. READ BY: Deb
Wible. Archeologists studying a European 14th century site
are given the chance to go back in time to see it as it was.
A medieval war complicates things & their lives are in
danger...then their advanced technology develops problems.
STRONG LANGUAGE.
T-317
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of 17th century Europe had changed a lot with the coming of
the 21st century Americans. It is going to change a lot more
since the Europeans have gotten hold of American history
books. And the Americans keep coming up with more "new"
technology. STRONG LANGUAGE, VIOLENCE.
T-351
BUJOLD, LOIS MC MASTER. BARRAYAR : (A/F SCI 09). 1991. READ
BY: David Mejia. When the Emperor of Barrayar died, Arai
Vorkosigan became the guardian of the infant heir to the
throne, and the target of high-tech assassins in a dynastic
civil war that was reminiscent of Earth's middle ages.
T-437
SHATNER, WILLIAM. DARK VICTORY : (A/F SCI 06). 1999. READ BY:
Scott Martin. Captain James Kirk faces a deadly enemy in a
mirror universe, an enemy who knows Kirk's mind as well as
his own.
U-099
MCCAFFREY, ANNE. DRAGONFLIGHT : (A/F SCI 08). 1987. READ By:
Penny Hall. Lessa, a kitchen slave on the planet Pern, has
developed a close bond with queen dragon. When the planet is
threated by an acient plague, Lessa risks her life and the
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life of her blessed dragon to save the planet. #1 in DRAGON
RIDERS OF PERN SERIES.
U-271
CLARKE, ARTHUR C. CHILDHOOD'S END (A/F SCI 06). 1997. READ BY:
Dick Allison. The invasion of earth by aliens who save the
world from destruction, but exact a price.
U-272
FRANK, PAT. ALAS, BABYLON : (A/F SCI 08). 1997. READ BY:
Margaret Howell. How a few inhabitants of a small Florida
town survived a nuclear Holocaust, and their struggles to
build a new life.
U-305
BUJOLD, LOIS MCMASTER. KOMARR : (A/F SCI 09). 2002. READ By:
Bob Edwards. Another planet in a distant future: space
travel, science, intrigue, action and romance. Miles
Vorkosigan must go to the planet Komarr to investigate an
incident and becomes embroiled in scientific and political
battles.
U-363
WEBER, DAVID. THE HONOR OF THE QUEEN : (A/F SCI 11). 1993.
READ BY: Nancy Abreo. Honor Harrington has been chosen to
be a member of a team to negotiate an alliance with the
planet Grayson. There is a problem, on Grayson women have no
rank or rights. # 2 IN THE HONOR HARRINGTON SERIES.
U-495
Author: KEYES, GREG. EDGE OF VICTORY 1 CONQUEST - STAR WARS :
A/F SCI (07). 2001. READ BY: Scott Martin. The dazzling
Star Wars space adventure continues in The New Jedi Order as
Luke Skywalker, Anakin Solo, Mara Jade Skywalker, and others
battle their deadliest enemy in a tale of nonstop action,
Books Aloud Inc
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V-209
BRADBURY, RAY. DAY IT RAINED FOREVER : (A/F SCI 05). 1988.
READ BY: Joyce Herzog. Collection of stories that take
place in a range of settings, from earth to outer space.
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V-329
MOON, ELIZABETH. CHANGE OF COMMAND : (A/F SCI 09). 1999. READ
BY: Scott Martin. A continuation of the Fleet rivalries in
"Rules of Engagement". Lots excitement, intrigue and
politics with a little romance thrown in.
W-315
SHEFFIELD, CHARLES. MY BROTHER'S KEEPER (A/F SCI 06). 2004.
READ BY: Preston Winters. Lionel, a famous concert pianist,
is in a plane crash with his twin brother Leo. While both
are critically injured, Lionel is less so and doctors
implant half of Leo's brain into Lionel in order to keep him
alive, thus becoming 'his brother's keeper.'.
X-259
WHITE, JAMES. HOSPITAL STATION : (A/F SCI 06). 1995. READ By:
Judy Davis. The medics at a galactic hospital have among
their patients a telepathic dinosaur and a berserk being who
could wipe out the whole hospital station.
X-304
ADAMS, DOUGLAS. LIFE, THE UNIVERSE & EVERYTHING : (A/F SCI 05).
READ BY: Dick Allison. The third installment of the zany
Hitchhiker series finds Arthur Dent, reluctant space and
time traveler, and his wacky entourage on a mission to
prevent the destruction of the universe. #3 IN HITCHIKER'S
GUIDE SERIES.
X-352
WEBER, DAVID & RINGO, JOHN. MARCH TO THE SEA : (A/F SCI 17).
2001. READ BY: Leigh Weimers. Prince Roger, the Royal Brat
now turned useful member of the company, is marooned on
Marduk by an assassination attempt. He grows up fast while
plotting his escape. March Upcountry Series.
X-365
WEBER, DAVID. ON BASILISK STATION : (A/F SCI 10). 1993. READ
BY: Jeff Dice. Having made him look a fool, Honor
Harrington's been exiled to Basilisk Station in disgrace and
setup for ruin by a superior who hates her. Honor Harrington
Series, #1.
X-485
SLOAN, ROBIN. MR. PENUMBRA'S 24 HOUR BOOKSTORE : (A/F SCI 06).
2012. READ BY: Scott Martin. This is an old school mystery
set in tech loving San Francisco. Clay Johnson lands a job
at a bookstore that has very few patrons, and they never
seem to buy anything. Instead they "check out" large obscure
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volumes. Clay and his friends engineer an analysis of the
clientele's behaviour. They discover that the bookstore's
secrets extend far beyond it's walls. Silicon Vally Reads
Book of the Year.
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MOON, ELIZABETH. ONCE A HERO (A/F SCI 13). 2002. READ By: Judy
Davis. The heroine is a young space fleet officer from an
independent planet making her mark on her own. Involves
space warfare, technology, bureaucracies and romance.
Z-321
CRICHTON, MICHAEL. PREY (A/F SCI 09). 2004. READ BY: Bob
DeNike. In a Nevada desert lab a cloud of nanoparticles
(micro-robots) have escaped. STRONG LANGUAGE.
Z-433
ZAMYATIN, YEVGENY. WE : (A/F SCI 06). 2006. READ BY: Jean
Bussy Knofler. This novel takes the form of a diary of
mathematician D-503, who, to his shock, experiences the most
disruptive emotion imaginable: love.
Z-494
STOVER, MATTHEW. STAR WAR THE NEW JEDI ORDER TRAITOR : (A/F SCI
07). 2002. READ BY : Scott Martin. Jacen meets Vergere, a
creature of mystery and power.
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